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Conference | Meeting Room Chair
MXO™ chair offers a gas lift feature which always
returns the chair to a uniform height and position.
This feature makes MXO™ specially designed for
meeting, break out and conference rooms. MXO™
keeps maintenance and prep time to a minimum, while
providing a clean uniform appearance.
Some options include polished aluminum base,
2” hard surface casters and silver mesh back.
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MODELS
MXO™ chair series is the perfect solution for any conference room, meeting room
or setting that requires a clean organized look. No matter what options or features
you pick, your chair will always return to the default ready position to keep the
working space organized for the next group.

5900
Mid Back Task
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5900SM-CH
Mid Back Task with Silver Mesh
and Chrome Base

5900 Series

DESIGN

The MXO™ designed to Sit, Listen, Go. With auto-returning
gas lift and conference arms the MXO™ is perfect for high
traffic or shared meeting rooms. It’s simple as
Sit, Listen, Go.

1

SIT - Grab a seat.
2

LISTEN - Enjoy the meeting or

conference in comfort.

3

GO - The MXO™ will return to it’s

default position and simply needs to
be pushed back in.
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5900
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ABLEX™ MESH BACKING

2

3

ARMRESTS

4

ENERSORB™ SEAT
ENERSORB™ foam conforms to your body when you sit
and reverts to its natural form when you get up.

7

MECHANISM
Swivel tilt mechanism with gas lift height adjustment.
Waterfall seat design that gently slopes away from the
legs minimizing pressure on the thighs, promoting good
posture.

FOUR-WAY STRETCH FABRIC
Dual-layer standard Mystic fabric is perforated for
exceptional airflow. It also has a four way stretch, which
moves perfectly with the ENERSORB™ foam.

Contoured fixed height armrests designed to fit under
standard table height.

5

SIT, LISTEN, GO
The MXO automatically resets to keep your lecture or
meeting room looking ready. Sit. Listen. Go. The MXO.

Allows air to pass freely, making it comfortable in all
environments. It also boasts dynamic movement.
In other words, it moves with you.

6

8

WATERFALL SEAT
Waterfall seat design that gently slopes away from the
legs minimizing pressure on the thighs, promoting good
posture.

BASE & CASTERS
5 prong heavy duty nylon base, comes standard
with 2” carpet casters. Optional polished
aluminum base and or hard surface casters
available.
800.363.8954
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TEXTILES

The MXO™ series can be upholstered using any of our
high quality textiles, vinyls or leathers in a wide range of
colors and grades. To see them all rendered in real time
visit Nightingale’s My Chair Maker and make it your way:
www.nightingalechairs.com/en/my-chair-maker.

5900SM-CH
Silver Mesh Back & Chrome Base

5900SM-CH
Silver Mesh Back & Chrome Base

PATTERN COLLECTION
AXIS | AXIS04 | Denim

STRETCH COLLECTION
MOGULS | M02231 | Navy
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5900 Series

5900
SOLID COLLECTION | VOX

VOX17 | Ruby

5900
PATTERN COLLECTION | LINE UP

LINE06 | Spice

5900SM-CH
Silver Mesh Back & Chrome Base
LEATHER PLUS COLLECTION
MADRAS | 435 | Clay

5900
PATTERN COLLECTION | KINNEY

KIN4 | Mineral
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DIMENSIONS
Model:

5900

Overall:
width
depth
height

25”
24”
35.5”- 38.5”

Seat Height:

17”- 20”

Seat Width:

19”

Seat Depth:

18.5”

Back Width:

19”

Back Height:

18”

Volume:

14 cu ft

KD Volume:

9 cu ft

Weight:

35 lbs

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 Certified
TB117-2013 compliant
DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without
notice. Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed.
TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.
Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at
www.nightingalechairs.com/en/textiles before final purchase to get a more accurate
representation of color. However due to slight variations in dye lots, there can be slight
color variations to received product.
Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures of these textiles, vinyls
and leathers as accurately as possible. However, we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to
variations that occur in the printing process.
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